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INTRODUCTION 

The Sierra Madre Mountain Range of northwest 

Mexico has protected the cultures of its traditional 

peoples and pennitted the continuance of one of the most 
diverse agricultural systems in the world. The Tarahu

mara (or Raramuri) are the largest tribe in this region but 
are really an amalgamation of all the groups of people 

that lived in these mountains when the Spanish Conquis
tadores forced them deeper into the Sierra Madres 

through land expropriation and slavery. 

NS/S has at least 12 races of com from these 
tenacious people. Twenty five kinds of beans are listed 
in our catalog. In addition they grow gourds, sorghum, 
three kinds of squash (including the Malabar gourd 

which has a melon texture), sunflowers, tobacco and 
watennelon. They tolerate in their fields or manipulate 
many wild species such as tomatillo, anise, onions, 
mustard and chia, which enrich their diet. Fava beans, 
garbanzos, oats and peas, all introduced by the Spanish, 

are thoroughly established parts of the Tarahumara crop 

repertory. NS/S's superficial sampling of the region is 

only representational of the varietal diversification. The 
steep environment and elevation variation from 1 ,200 to 
9,000 feet creates slightly different crops in every valley. 

Logging has long been a part of the economy of the 

region, although not necessarily beneficial to the 
Tarahumaras. The difficulty of access to the trees has 
kept logging impact within a perhaps tolerahle range. 
Some say that even the cllrrent level of timber cutting 

has produced erosion, which was a major contributor to 
the Sinaloa floods of 1990/9l. Steep slopes, thin soils 
and errdlic rainfall, combined with grazing pressure, 
often do not pennit natural reforestation. Erosion can 

destroy fields and wild collecting sites, forcing the 
Tarahllmara� from the land. 

In the winter of 1990 word began to leak out that 

Mexico, with $45,500,000 in financial help from tbe 

World Bank, was planning to improve roads and increase 

logging throughout the region, including the Mountain 

Pima lands to the north and the Tepebuanes' home to the 
south as far as Nayarit. Mt. Pima agriculture and culture 
is nearly gone and, depending on where the timhering 
"improvements" take place, could easily be destroyed. 
The Tepehuanes are mucb less well known nor have 

their crops been collected and a larger portion (60%) of 
the roads slated for "stabilization" exist in their region. 

Potential loss in this region is great. For instance, 
teosinte (the progenitor of com) survives on the margin 
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INTRODUCTION, continued 

of streams and would be heavily affected by stream 
silting or flooding. NS/S has also assisted Mexican 
botanists in collecting 1 9  poorly known wild bean 
species in the Sierra Madres, all with potentia lIy useful 

characteristics for bean improvement. These are gener

ally protected from grazing animals because they grow 

along steep road cuts. If roads are widened or ditched 

such populations will be destroyed. 
For these reasons, Native Seeds/SEA RCH decided 

to hecome involved in sharing its knowledge with the 

World Bank and the Mexican governmental agencies 

involved in the current forestry loan controversy. 

"One cannot make a desert and call it develop
ment.. .. As a devclopment agency whose mission 
is to reduce poverty and improve social condi

tions, the World Bank, therefore, must also he an 
environmental agency." 

-Barher Conable 
former president, World Bank 
World Watch Magazine, May-June 1 99 \  

WHAT IS THE WORLD BANK? 

The World Bank, or more correctly the Interna

tional Bank for Reconstruction and Development, was 

officially founded December 27, 1 945. It is one of 

around 1 8  specialized international agencies affiliated 
with the United Nations hut nm relatively independently. 
The Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) is a 
similar or analagous agency to the World Bank. The 

World Bank is headquartered in Washington, D.C., and 
as of 1990 had 125 nations in its membership (interest

ingly as of 1 990 no communist countries had joined). 
There are three sources of funds. First are the paid 

in capital suhscriptions from individual nations. Second, 
the WB uses funds borrowed from the world's capital 

markets. And third, the WB uses its net earnings from 
earlier loans to continue its lending program. Major 
capital subscribers have been the United States, United 
Kingdom, West Germany, France, India, Canada, and 
Japan. 

The voting power of each country participating in 

the WB is proportional to its total capital subscription. 

Thus the United States has the largest vote since it has 
contributed the most monies to underwrite the bank. 

The charter of the W B  lists three major purposes: 
I. The bank is to assist in the development (and origi
nally reconstruction) of its member countries through the 

facilitation of capital investment for productive purposes 

thereby promoting long-range growth of international 
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trade and improvement of living standards. 2. The bank 
is to promote private foreign investment with loan 
guarantees and actual loan participation. 3. The bank is 
to actually make loans for productive purposes out of its 

own monies or borrowed monies if other capital is not 
available at reasonable terms. 

The World Bank included 1 ,292 loans in its 

portfolio between 1946 and 1976. These loans were 

extended to 97 of its 1 25+ member countries. One third 

of all loans were for electric power development. 
Roughly one third of all loans were for railways, roads, 

ports, pipelines or other transportation facilities, The 

final onc third of those loans went for agriculture 

projects, industry, water supply and sewerage, education, 
or general development. 

The \VB is administered by a Board of Governors, 

20+ Executive Directors, a President, and a staff. Each 
country appoints one person to the bank's Board of 
Governors. Policy matters are carried out by the Execu

tive Directors. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The World Bank's Mexico Forestry Development 
Project involves loaning 45.5 million dollars to six 
Mexican governmental agencies to he repaid in 1 7  years. 
The ohjectives of the project are "(a) improving produc
tivity and environmental protection by introducing 
rational forestry management practices, rehabilitating the 

forestry road network, strengthening parks and reserves, 

administration and financing research, and protection of 

endangered species; (b) increasing the efficiency of 

forestry activities in Durango and Chihuahua by financ
ing equipment and technical assistance to improve forest 
management, harvesting and industrial technology, and 

to permit the vertical and horizontal integration of forest 

producers operations; (c) improving the quality of life by 

increasing rural and urban employment and family 

income, especially in the traditionally impoverished 
Ampi indian communities; and (d) strengthening the 
management and coordination capabilities of federal and 
state forestry and conservation institutions." 

Actual activities include providing funds for: 1. 
Equipment for "improving forestry management ... 
logging. transport, road maintenance, wood processing 
and ...  log purchase." 2. Rehabilitating existing forestry 
roads. 3. Institutional development (staff training). 4. 
Monitoring road rehabilitation and forest harvesting's 
impact on the envirorunent. 5. Endangered species 
research. 6. Infrastructure and planning for national 

parks and reserves, 7. Pulping (paper base) pre-feaSibil
ity studies including the use of oak. 8. An environmental 
baseline study and aerial photo coverage. 9. Preparation 

of a "second phase forestry development program." The 

project description acknowledges the risk of Mexican 

institutional capacity for implementing and coordinating 



the program and notes this as the reason for close 
monitoring and evaluation, and strong technical assis
tance. 

However. total environmental and research funding 
is 3.5 million, or only 4% of the total budget of 91.1  
million. Monitoring responsibilities are designated to 
Mexican government agencies and their off shoots with 
the first WB review being held three years into the 
project. The WB does maintain right of review of the 
qualification of consultants employed for project 
evaluation. 

The WB postulates that by improving forestry 

management practices and logging techniques, produc
tivity will increase on existing sites, thus reducing the 
need for more roads. Approximately 750 miles of roads 
would be stabilized, reducing erosion. 

Amerindian access to this project is supplied 
through TNT (Mexico's BfA) in the form of technical and 
legal assistance to the communities. "Twenty bilingual 
forestry credit promoters" will be provided. It is assumed 
that these efforts will assure access to credit by the 
Amerindian communities. Unskilled jobs will be 
generated for 3 ,230 individuals from a population of 
500,000. of which 28% are Tepejuanes and Tarahu
maras. according to the WB (we believe only 20% of the 
population is Indian). The Mt. Pima are not recognized 
in the proposal although the map clearly encompasses 
their area. 

The project area encompasses 27 million hectares 
(2.48 acres/hectare). 

TEXAS CENTER FOR POUCY 
STUDIES 

When knowledge about the Chihuahua/Durango 
World B ank Forest Project leaked out. the Texas Center 
for Policy Studies. a nonprofit environmental watchdog 
group. used funds from a grant from the Ford Foundation 
to review the current project status. The Center received 
comments from over 25 university and other researchers 
from both sides of the U.S. and Mexico border. These 
valuable comments are summarized below: 

"I. Impacts on watersheds: Timber harvesting in 
the area has already adversely affected the quantity and 
quality of the water in the rivers that flow from the 
Sierra. including the R io Conchos. the largest tributary to 
the Rio Grande. The Project lacks sufficient mechanisms 
to evaluate, monitor and abate such impacts. 

"2. Baseline stmlks: Baseline studies for the 
Project were not completed before lending began. There 
are indications that some fllnding for the studies was 
diverted to unrelated activities. While the studies are 
now officially complete. they are inadequate to provide a 
foundation for necessary monitoring and enforcement. 
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"3. Enyironmental impact studies: Mexican law 
and WB policy require that environmental impact studies 
be completed prior to initiation of such a project. In fact. 
both funding and the work of this Project have begun, 
but environmental impact studies have not been pre
pared. 

"4. Endan2ered and endemic species: The project 
area is a biological resource of enormous significance. 
The Project is. nonetheless, proceeding before comple
tion of studies needed to protect endangered species and 
to identify and evaluate many of the endemic species. 

"5. Rehabilitation of previously cut areas and 

existin�: Although the loan agreement states that 
the Project is limited to the rehabilitation of previously
cut areas and existing forest roads. work in the area 
(already) involves non-forest roads and barvesting virgin 
forest areas. 

"6. Forestry techniQues: The "even-aged manage
ment" technique endorsed by the Bank has not been 
adequately tested in the region and may not lead to 
balanced reforestation of many areas. Given the potential 
impacts of erosion. the difficulties of regeneration of the 
forest mosaic. and the importance of the plant diversity. 
the approach creates a significant risk to the area. 

"7. Parks and touriSm: The project area could 
support a valuable tourist economy that would comple
ment the forestry development. The World Bank bas. 
however, failed to recognize the opportunities or analyze 
the impacts of the Project on tourism in the area. 

"8. Goyernmental infrastructure: The World Bank 
has fai led to heed the warnings about Mexican institll

continued on next page 



tional conflicts and has approved a project that will 
exacerbate those conflicts rather than build institutions 
for future management of natural resources. The Bank 
also unreasonably assumed that the restrictions in the 
loan agreement would be enforced by these institutions. 

"9. Safel:uards to insure local benefit: The loan is 
intended to accme to the benefit of local forest produc
ers; however, it docs not appear to contain effective 
safeguards to insure that local residents, rather than 
outsiders who have historically profited, will benefit. 

"10, ImDacts on indil:enous DODulations: Appar
ently the World Bank has not focused on the develop
ment preferences of the indigenous populations and may 
he overly optimistic ahout institutional safeguards for the 
protection of the culture of those populations." 

The Center recommended immediate suspension of 
further dishursements until a full environmental impact 
statement is completed, adequate funding and authority 
is provided for monitoring and enforcement, and 
independent Mexican consultants are enlisted for 
evaluation. The Center then joined with a group of 
concerned scientists, conservationists and concerned 
individuals in Tucson to organize an international 
conference concerning the World Bank's Mexican 
Forestry Development Project. 

Tn introductory remarks at this conference, Richard 
Lowerre of the Texas Center noted that the project is the 
first forestry project funded by the World Bank in 
Mexico and is regarded as a pilot project with potential 
for duplication in other states. As a model, this project 
deserves even more intense review. Although the first 
forestry project, the Bank has had six previous projects 
in Mexico in the) 980s alone, all of which have had 
common problems - serious conflicts and rivalry 
between implementing Mexican governmental agencies 
and lack of environmental commitment by the Mexican 
government. 

Rick Lowerre also challenged some basic assump
tions made by the World Bank in its projects: 

). Forestry management in the area will be hetter 
with bank participation than without it; 

2. World Bank projects must be uncomplicated; 
3. Mexico decides what the project will be; and 
4. Secrecy and document restriction is essential in 

the negotiation process of loans between the World Bank 
and national governments. 

This latter was of particular concern because it 
prevented input by even local nongovernmental agencies 
which the World Bank claims to solicit, not to mention 
input from the numerous outsiders with important 
environmental and social knowledge about the region. 

One last point made by the Texas Center for Policy 
Studies was the confusion created by the existence of 
other (apparently independent) large forestry operations 
in the region which the World Bank proposal neither 
acknowledges or considers. 

"TREASURES OF THE 
SIERRA MADRE" 

CONFERENCE SUMMARY 

"Treasures of the Sierra Madre, a 1\vo-Day 
Symposium on the Ethnicity, Ecology and Development 
in the Sierra Madre Occidental, Chihuahua and Durango, 
Mexico," was held at the University of Arizona on 
January 24 and 25, 1991. The symposium was sponsored 
by the Southwest Center and the Udall Center for Policy 
Studies of the Univer�ity of Arizona. Support for this 
unique conference was provided by a number of private 
donors, the World Wildlife Fund, National Wildlife 
Federation, Audubon Society, Native Seeds/SEARCH, ;.. 
Arizona Rainforest Alliance, Friends of Pronatura, and 
the Documentary Relations of the Southwest Project of 
the Arizona State Museum. 

Over 110 individuals attended and participated in 
the two-day meeting, including several representatives of 
the World Bank (WB), Mexican government and 
hanking officials, three Tarahumara (Rar�muri) Indians, 
delegations from at least two ejidos (communes) from 
the affected areas, representatives of Mexican and U.S. 
conservation groups, and academic specialists from at 
least I2 Mexican and U.S. universities. Mexican and 
U.S. logging and tourism industries were also repre
sented. 

Everyone at the conference was concerned ahout 
the impact of this project on: I. The remaining forest 
areas, including the extensive coniferous woodlands and 
oak forests, as well as the numerous other wild plant 
resources (often unique and imDOrtant biological 
diversity) co-existing in or near these forests. 2. The 
wildlife either living within those forested areas or 
migrating through. 3. The incredibly diverse, and 
genetically important, domesticated crop varieties still 
cultivated by Native American farming communities. 4. 
The thin and often fragile volcanic soils underlying the 
forested zones. 5. The rainfall and snowfall catchment 
areas of the river basins that rise in the Sierra Madres 
and provide critical agricultural waters for the states of t 
Chihuahua, Sonora, Sinaloa, Dnrango and Texas. 6. The 
Native American groups that have lived in and success
fully utilized the forested areas since the prehistoric 
periods. 

Session l. Cultural Diversity, Parks, and Tourism 
The rich cultural diversity among the Native 

American communities in the Sierra Madre area was 
noted. Several anthropologists and at least two Tarahu
maras pointed out that throughout the now century-old 
history of logging and shorter history of tourism in the 
Sierra �adres, the local Indian peoples have not tTIlly 
henefited. They noted the Mexican government has 
made little effort toward an appropriate development of 
their world class tourist attraction, Barranca del Cobre. 



Appropriate fonns of tourism like "ecotourism" could be 
beneficial. Several participants said Mexico should 
develop appropriate tourism that encourages the reten-

"- tion of the local traditional Indian societies and their 
current forest resources rather than their extraction or 
destmction. 

Session 2. Biological Diversity and Preservation 
The WB officials and their SARH (Mexico's 

USDA) colleagues stated that the current forestry 
development proposal took into account the Sierra 
Madre's biological diversity and attempted to preserve it. 
Other participants in this session stressed that thc 
extreme genetic diversity of the Sierra Madre wild 
plants, domesticated crops, and wild animal communities 
are not even now understood. They felt the current 
project threatened the area's rich biodiversity beyond the 
already negatively affected thick-billed parrot, imperial 
woodpecker or Mexican gray wolf. The adverse impacts 
of road improvements or extensions are further frag
menting the forested areas of Chihuahua and Durango. It 
was noted that current Mexican legal statutes hinder land 
conservation efforts. The WB was urged to release funds 
to study and inventory the Sierra's recogni7.ed and 
unrecognized resources, especially the road less areas of 
virgin Sierra Madrean forests. 

Session 3. Forest Management 
The WB's William Beattie said the WB's loan is 

designed to increase forest production, to improve the 
return on investments in labor, and to improve produc
tion systems. He also felt Mexico's SARH and SEDUE 
(Mexico's EPA) had the professional capabilities to 
fulfill the economic, ecological, and social goals of the 
WB loan. He admitted no master plan now exists for the 
Sierra Madres, but suggested one needs to be developed 
soon that employs current management as well as "new 
forestry" models. Beattie agreed that non lumber re
sources in the area needed to be identified and their 
production developed. He said the Sierras contain 
enough forest that both the quality and quantity of timber 
and pulpwood could be increased while maintaining 
environmental quality. Finally, he defended the WB's 
selection of natmal forest regeneration over reforesta
tion. This issue continued to be raised throughout the 
conference. 

Miguel Angel Olaya of SARH reiterated Dr. 
Beattie's comments and stated the SARH's approach is a 
"sustained" use of the forest and that forests are a 
resource of soci<ll utility. He admitted much illegal 
timbering occurs in the Sierra in spite of existing l<lws. 
He maintained that SARH is attempting a management 
plan that allows logging while protecting local watershed 
and wildlife. 

Participants' Responses to Above Presentations 

At least 30 species of oaks occur in Chihuahua and 
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northern Durango. Their biological diversity and 
potential uses need to be recognized before they arc 
relegated to a pulpwood or weed tree category. It was 
forcefully pointed out that the value of oak acorns as 
food exceeds the oaks' value as new sources for pulp
wood. 

Logging in Chihuahua and Durango has been going 
on for over 100 years. Pulping is a more recent exploita
tive development. This has resulted in the conversion of 
thousands of hectares of forests into marginal agricul
hlral and grazing land with a significant genetic deterio
ration of the Sierra's forests. 

A number of comments were directed at the current 
or proposed forestry models that encourage reproduction 
of only fOIlT timber species at the expense of all the other 
native species of trees. The issue of the impact of the 
WB 's project, combined with other internationally 
financed programs and other current legal, as well as 
illegal, cutting, was raised. In addition, a number of the 
assumptions made by SARH and the WB about the 
indigenous peoples and the value of this and other 
forestry projects were questioned. 

The session's participants recommended: 1. That a 
full review of the area's property rights and land owner
ship should be undertaken. 2. A regional and comprehen
sive evaluation of the cumulative effects of all past and 
present forest exploitation should be completed. 3. All 
forestry development models in use or proposed for the 
area's forests need to be evaluated in light of the specific 
regiona! conditions. 4. Value-addrd forestry products 
�hould he· emphasized over the lower valued primary 
forestry products, such as raw timber or pulpwood, if 
local community needs are to be met. 

Session 4. Forest and Watershed Management and 
International Law 

Participants at this well-attended session pointed 
out the immense importance of the various watersheds 

contimU'd on next page 



draining the Sierra Madres. Nine states, with over a 
dozen irrigation districts, are dependent on these 
watersheds. These agricultural districts produce one half 
of Mexico's cotton crop and much of the winter vege
tables exported to the U.S., Canada and Japan. Tn 
addition, the Rio Conchos contributes around 1 8  percent 
of the total Rio Grande flow and almost all of its lower 
valley flow that is so critical to south Texas. Any 
forestry development in the high conifer-covered Sierra 
Madres thus affects not only the peoples living there, but 
millions of people in adjacent states. Frequently, the 
rhost affected of these people have been the flooded 
Yaqui and Mayo Indian villages and their traditional 
lands along the Rio Yaqui, Rio Mayo, and Rio Fuerte. 

An international law specialist noted three interna
tional treaties govern the water arising in the Sierra 
Madres. Therefore, international environmental stan
dards must be applied to projects in these watersheds. An 
international water management plan needs to be 
devised. 

Panfilo Aguilar Rios, the ejido leader of Norogachi, 
Chihuahua, reviewed the sad history of forestry exploita
tion in his area of the Sierra. After tremendous numbers 
of trees have been cut there during the last 15 to 20 
years, not a single pine has been replanted to date. More 
mestizos than Tarahumara Indians were employed in the 
projects. Forestry technicians provided the ejido with 
technical support at a price, but did not provide technical 
training. 

William Beattie responded by claiming the WB 
project would not have a major impact on the area and 
would not include large scale logging or pulping. The 
WB project, he stressed, would improve local logging, 
reduce erosion, and improve the region's road system. 
The environmental monitoring aspects of the project 
were touted by Beattie and he suggested they would 
prevent erosion problems, etc. Others questioned the 
reality of the environmental monitoring based on the 
project's record to date. Not one credible impact 
statement has yet been completed. 

A number of features were suggested for the WB 
plan that wou�d improve understanding of the region. 
These included rainfall gauging stations ;md sedimenta
tion gauging stations. Several participants suggested that 
mitigation of the runoff from the Sierra Madres might, in 
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fact, be more important to Mexico thim the actual trees 
themselves. The recent flooding in Chihuahua City and 
the disastrous flooding of tens of thousands of hectares in 
Sinaloa's Rio Fuerte valley in January 1991 were 
extremely costly and resulted from excessive runoff from 
the WB project's area of interest. 

The session made several recommendations 
including: t. Creation of a region-wide watershed 
management plan. 2. Applied research on environmental 
impacts. 3. Broadening the WB project to include 
planning and management for region-wide watershed 
preservation considering both upstream and downstream ' 
impacts. �. Increasing awareness of the importance of 
the �cological, economic, and cultural values of these 
watersheds. 5. Creating an international water manage- -

ment plan for the Rio Conchos. 

Session 5. Cultural Diversity and Alternative Develop
ment Strategies 

This session focused on alternative development 
strategies that could substitute for/or complement the 
current exploitation of the Sierra Madre's timber and 
pulpwood resources. 

The session's recommendations and alternative 
strategies included: 

I. An inventory of the area's rich botanical 
diversity must be completed prior to any further WB 
project disbursements. This biodiversity inventory would 
point out the area's rich food and medicinal resources 
and could be used to create a more economically 
beneficial and cost-effective project than the current WB 
plan. 

2. Two types of reforestation projects should be 
incorporated into any WB "forestry development" plans 
for the Sierra Madre. One project would aim toward the 
reforestation of the area's original forest with only native 
species of trees. The second program of reforestation 
would be directed toward meeting timber, pulp and 
fuclwood needs. This project should concentrate on a 
narrower range of appropriate, native tree species. The 
two reforestation efforts should be independent of each 
other and be carried out in previously deforested, burned, t 

logged, or eroded areas. 
3. The WB should encourage the production and 

distribution of value-added forestry products if it really 
wants to help the indigenous peoples. Cooperatives and 
locally controlled marketing agencies should be encour
aged to market such products throughout Mexico and 
intemationally. Examples of such Sierra Madre products 
could include specialty food items, herbs and spices (e.g. 
chiltepines), medicinal plants (e.g. chuchupate, also 
known as osha), locally made pine and oak furniture, and 
aboriginal arts and crafts. 

4. L,ocal wildlife should be recognized as an 
important resource for both the native peoples and for � 
potential tourism. Indigenous peoples would benefit 
from managed wildlife in the form of food and market-



able products. Additional trout lakes or famls should be 
created, as should wildlife famls and preserves. Tourism 
could develop along several lines including bird
watching, natural history, and/or photographic tours and 
possibly guided hunting trips for wild turkey, deer, etc. 
All such efforts are more advantageous to locill peoples 
over raw forest harve�ting and they also encourage the 
preservation and improvement of native plant and animal 
populations. 

5 .  Other alternatives to the WB's current "forestry 
development" project could include the production of 
dried fmit (both domesticated and wild), the cultivation 
of Tarahumara dark blue corn, the collection of pine 
nuts, acorns, and mushrooms. In addition, sotol and 
beargrass should be cultivated for local craft use. Angora 
goats should be introduced to upgrade local Tarahumara 
goat herds which could provide valuable mohair for sale 
or use in traditional garments, blankets and mgs. 
Appropriate tourism should be directed by local indige
nous communities and employ numerous locals. 

6. Any future or current project should develop in 
accordance with local cultural values and sensitivities. 
Traditional decision-making processes of local Indian 
groups should be understood and pennitted. 

7. Finally, several well-informed.participants urged 
that the current WB project be stopped until all ecologi
cal and social background studies are completed. They 
forcefully argued that current project design is critically 
flawed and demonstrates a thorough lack of awareness 
and understanding of the local Indians and the ejido 
communities. 

Session 6. Multi-Lateral Funding and Environmental 
Policy Implementation 

Numerous critical comments were made about the 
WB and Mexican regulations concerning the project. 
These policies and laws need to be reviewed and 
reformed. WB biological studies need to be improved, 
expanded, and a review process set up. Internal problems 
between and among the WB and Mexican government 
agencies need to be resolved. Information ahout the 
dishnrsement of project funds should be availahle to all 
concerned parties. A network of both U.S. and Mexican 
NGOs (nongovernmental organizations), local Indian 
groups, and regional specialists should help monitor the 
social, ecological. or environmental, and economic 
affects of the project. Basic studies of the Sierra Madre's 
watershed should be incorporated into the WB project, 
especially since the WB design is supposed to be 
flexible. 

Specific proposals from the session included: I. 
Opening the funding process to NGOs and local affected 
groups. 2. Organizing meetings with regional specialists 
for a full discussion of the background, priorities, and 
alternatives of the project with appropriate/alternative 
developments incorporated into the WR plan. 3. Holding 
meetings with local Tarahumara and other affected 
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groups to explain how the WB project will impact their 
lives. 4. Insisting that Mexico adopt the laudable social 
and ecological goals of the current WB project for all 
projects in the Sierra Madres. 5. Holding a follow-up 
conference on the WB "forestry development" project in 
the state of Chihuahua in June 199 1. 

Second General Forum - Summations of Earlier Sessions 
In addition to presentations similar to the above 

discussions, several points were made over and over 
again in almost all the summations and they are reiter
ated here. 

First, the methods or strategies to be used to 
implement the WB forestry project were never clearly 
outlined or presented by either the WB or SARH. A 
national development plan for Mexico supposedly 
addresses the environmental, economic, and social issues 
raised in this conference, but most of the conferees were 
very unclear what it included and how it will be applied 
to the Sierra Madre project. 

Second, many conferees felt that the WB proposal 
did not adeqllately understand or evaluate the impacts of 
the project on the Tarahumara, Northern Tepehuan, 
MOllntain Pima and other Native American communities 
in the proposed "forestry development" zone. It appeared 
that the WB mistakenly believed these groups of Indians 
were clearly and effectively organized at a trihal level of 
social organization. The WB seemed to hclieve that 
some sort of consensus had been or could be obtained 
from these groups that would facilitate the WB goals and 
objectives. Several Tarahumara speakers at the confer
ence, as well as several anthropologists, suggested this 
was not as easy as the WB thought it might be. The 
numerous problems surrounding the ejido system that 
has been imposed on the native peoples of the Sierra 
Madre also seemed to be misunderstood or ignored by 
both the WB and Mexico. A number of people felt that 
in spite of the projects' stated goals, the local Native 
Americans were, yet one more time, going to be ex
ploited as cheap labor while their resources were 
extracted at the cheapest possible cost, leaving their 
resource base impoverished. 

The third area of general concern was the road 
constmcti0l1 (or reconstmction) that the WB is funding. 

Continued on next page 



Obviously the infrastmctnre, including a road network, 
needs to be improved if further exploitation of the Sierra 
Madres is to be accomplished. However, once the 
improvements are completed the road system will be 
outside the supervision or control of the WB. This will 
open up the Sierra to all sorts of development. Improved 
roads will inevitahly benefit those alreildy in economic 
control of the area and will lead to further illegal logging 
or pulping of both virgin timber areas as well ilS tradi
tional Indian lands. It will also facilitate the narco
trafficking already estahlished in the area that so hmtally 
oppresses so many of the poverty stricken local Indian 
and mestizo ejidos. 

Dr. William Beattie of the WB made a numher of 
closing remarks restating his belief that this WB project 
will benefit the "forestry development" and conservation 
of the Sierra Madres of Chihuahua and Durango. In order 
to assure this, he felt that several specific ohjectives need 
to be met: 

1. Area specialists need to be assemhled to create 
the necessary database for the project. The resulting 
better understanding of the impacts, potentials, and 
prohlems then need to be clearly and openly communi
cated from the WB and Mexico to the supposed benefici
aries of the project. 2. Those non-govemmental organi
zations interested in the project need to hecome organ
ized and address their constmctive concems to the 
project's Mexican executive director and/or the U.S. 
representative of the WB, E. Patrick Coady. 3. The 
current WB project must fully investigate the specific 
factors affecting forest regeneration in Chihuahua and 
Dnrango and must also evaluate the nature and extent of 
soil erosion in the area ilS caused hy different forestry 
techniques or methodologies. 4. The areas for the 
project's road rehabilitiltion need to be selected care
fully, taking into account their ecological and social 
impact. 5. All fomms of conununication about the 
project need to be expanded. 

TOP ECOLOGIST CONCERNED 

The following letter was sent by Dr. Exequiel Ezcurra, 
of Universidad Nacional Autonarno de Mexico and 
Mexico's most noted ecologist, to conference organizer 
Diana Hadley to be shared with conference participants: 

I have read with great attention the copy of the 
World Bank project "Mexico. Forestry Development 
Project", which you kindly sent me .... As a professional 
ecologist, I will concentrate my comments on the envi
ronmental aspects of the project.. .. 

1. Much of the project is hased on the unproven 
idea that "unlike the situation in many tropical rainforest 
areas worldwide, little forest conversion takes place in 
these temperate forests, since the soils arc largely 
uns\1itahle for agricultural activities and since the land 
tenure situation is well defined". I can only say that the 

experience in many parts of Mexico does not check with 
this assertion. The highly endangered status of the 
Monarch Butterfly sanctuaries in Michoadn and the 
State of Mexico indicate that when the forest areas are 
opened to resource use by creating infrastructure such as 
new roads, the forests are cut at a rate well beyond their 
capacity to regenerate. Secondly, forest conversion both 
in the tropics and in temperate areas of Mexico is not 
directed towards agriculture, but. primarily towards new 
grasslands. The areas in Durango near La Michilia 
Biosphere are witnesses to this trend. Heavy forest 
conversion into grassland has been occurring for the last 
20 years. Lastly, I do not know where the project has 
obtained its statistics on forest areas in Mexico, on which 
so many decisions are based. Most of the existing 
statistics are highly unreliable. The most reliable source 
at present is a yet unpublished map of the Instituto de 
Geografia, UNAM, which maps vegetation types in 
Mexico according to Takaki's classification, and is based 
on satellite imagery. By what I have been able to see 
from this map, the temperate forest areas in Mexico are 
disappejITing rather quickly. This point needs detailed 
study; at this point I can only say that I do not think the 
forestry statistics supporting this study are accurate. 

2. [The proposal] ... also said that "deforested areas 
in the temperate regions regenerate naturally for future 
wood production." This is, of conrse, also tme (perhaps 
even more tme) for the Mexican tropical forests, most of 
which grow on good, non-lateritic soils. The problem is 
not the intrinsic capacity of the forest to regenerate 
natllTally, but the capacity to regenerate within a certain 
socioeconomic framework and under human use. Most 
deforested areas in Mexico are neither replanted nor 
reseeded, and are usually left for grazing animals to 
obtain some forage from the felled plots. The real 
question is: can temperate forests regenerate under 
grazing pressure? What is the maximum grazing pressure 
they can withstand? Who will impose restrictions to 
animal grazing on the local populations once the forest 
has been cut? 

3. The environmental Impact section of the project 
is, to say the least, naive. Based on the idea that timber 
harvesting will continue with or without Bank involve
ment in the sector, the project goes on to analyze how to 
mitigate the environmental impact of the project. I do 
not think this is strictly tme. If new roads are not opened, 
timher extraction will not be profitable and will continue 
at the sluggish rate it has progressed during the last 
decades. I do not mean by this that no development 
should he brought to the region, but I think that the 
arguments cannot be put in such a dicotomjc fashion. 
There are many alternatives for the development of the 
region, on which the opinion of the Tarahumaras 
themselves is of the utmost importance. Being an 
ecologist myself (and one of the initiators of the practice 
and techniques for environmental impact statements in 
Mexico), I think that the environmental impact section of 



the project is extremely poor. The project mentions 
improving infrastructure for national parks and reserves 
in the region, but does not even attempt to indicate 
which parks and reserves they are making reference to. 
Apart from La Michilla in Durango (which is outside the 
region involved in the World Bank project), there are no 
Bio�here Reserves in the area, and the existing National 
Parks have been preserved more by v irtue of their 
remoteness than by the ex istence of conservation 
schemes. I fail  to see in any way how the opening of new 
roads will  improve conservation or national park 
management in the Sierra Madre. Much more explicit 
proposals are needed. 

4. In  general, I think that much more detailed 
studies are needed before taking steps to "develop" the 
Sierra Madre in the way proposed by this project. 
Development is needed and is important, hut the social 
and environmental issues at stake cannot be decided in a 
study as short, superficial, and poorly informed as the 
one I have heen given to analyze. Mexico has good 
scientists and good environmentalists, some of them with 
a well-established front-line international reputation. 
Their opinion on this matter should be sought and 
listened to. They have a lot to say on this most important 
matter. 

Yonrs sincerely, 
Ezequiel Ezcurra 
Principal Investigator 
Centro de Ecologia 

HUMAN RIGHTS 
ACTIVIST ALARMED 

Excerpt from Maria Teresa Guerrero Report July 1 990, 
translated hy Anne R astel lo and David Loues. Maria 
Teresa Gnerrero is a Mexican human rights activist from 
Chihuahua who participated at  the University of Arizona 
conference. 

Indigenous Communities and the Lumber Industry 
Another cri tical aspect of the WB-SARH project 

that concerns Chihuahuan public opinion is its impact on 
the indigenons communities. 

The WB-SARH forestry project makes certain 
declarations that connict with the social reality of the 
indigenous groups. Tt states: "The majority of the Ind ians 
are d irectly involved with the exploitation of their forest 
resources and a large portion of them have entered the 
phase of industrial transfomlation with satisfactory 
results." 

The Chihll<lhmm Sierra is inhabited hy five d iffer
ent ethnic groups: the Tarahumaras, the Tepehuanos, 
Guarojos (sic), the Pimas and the Mestizos ( those of 
mixed hlood). These indigenous groups arc organized in 
towns and ejidos and several communally owned large 
areas of forest , the center of their cultnre . Their world 

view revolves around a deep respect for nature which is 
opposed to the western concept of accumulating wealth 
through the exploitation of natural resources. Their 
culture is  maintained through networks of tesguinadas ' ,  
fundamentally sacred in nature, where agricultural 
surpluses and livestock are exchanged in a manner unre
lated to a market economy. In order to complement their 
economy based on com and beans . . .  , they sell their 
"handicrafts" and medicinal plants and engage in 
salaried and migratory labor to obtain [other] ... prod
ucts . . . .  

The indigenous ejidos have considerable forest land 
grants but, even though they own them, they l ive off of 
subsistence agriculture and work as salaried labor for the 
saw mills and for the ejidos. They earn minimum wage 
and receiye ridiculous annual dividends when compared 
to the profits amassed by the caciques2, transporters and 
industrialists. For example, in 1 988 each family belong
ing to the Cus�rare Ejido received an annual dividend of 
1 40,000 pesos ($65 at that time) while each family 
belonging to. the Chinatu Ejido received 1 ,000,000 pesos 
(slightly over $500). This occurs because both the 
exploitation of the forest and the administration of the 
saw mills is  contro\1ed by an iron-fisted cacicllzgO) made 
up of mestizos or "chavochis" as they are ca\1ed in the 
region. This "cacicazgo" is reinstated every three years 
when the ejido commissioners are named (the nomina
tion process is ineffectual because a l ist of candidates is 
produced by those who are in  control of the ejido). The 
election takes place at a general assembly called by the 
Secretary of Land Reform which both favors the "caci
cazgo" and exercises unninching control over the ejidos 
and farmer organizations. 

There are worker organizations represented in the 
Union of Ejidos and in  the recently fonned R ural 
Association of Collective Interests (ARIC) that are 
largely composed of indigenous ejidos. These organiza
tions have access to lumber storage facilities and some 
saw mills, hilt even they are controlled by a group of 
mestizo ejido members, who, for the most part, belong to 
the current regional power structure. 

The indigenous groups of Chihuahua do not have 
channels that would allow them to participate autono
mously in the social structllTes that formulate pol itical 
and economic policy in Mexican society. The Confed
eration of Indigenolls Peoples is only the corporate form 
of indigenolls control of the National Famlers Confed
eration, an affil iate of the PRI (the Institutionalized 
Revolutionary Party that has OI led Mexico since the 
1 920s).  The indigenous populations , which have their 
own forms of social organization, are the lowest l ink in a 
chain of social stratification where the flow of capital 
d ictates power. Therefore, the justice system, possession 
of the land, organization of product ion, and political 
organization Belong to social structures foreign to the 
indigenous world .  Five hundred years after the Spanish 
conquest, they continue to be colonized. 



A Survey of Opinion in Communities and Ejidos 
In April and May of 1 990, the National Indigenist 

Institute (INT) made a survey to diagnose the needs and 
problems of 45 ejidos . . . .  It uncovered problems as seen 
by the indigenous people: 
I. Disagreement in clearing practices (when some trees 
are cut to al low others to grow) because too many young 
trees were being cut down. 
2. Disagreement regarding the high cost of marking 
those trees to be cut because, in spite of having the right 
to cut timber, they arc charged for it through mecha
nisms like technical consultancy. 
3. Lack of support for the Department of Forest Admini
stration which implements forestry methods and g ives 
technical support. 
4. Lack of support for the ejido unions. 
5 .  Illegal cutting of timber. 
6. Comlption in the distribution of dividends. 
7 .  Discrimination against indigenous people in the 
lumber industry. 
8. Lack of control against forest fires. 

The survey shows greater interest in questions 
relating to agriculture, fmiticulture tlnd livestock than 
those that relate to the forest. Interest in credits for 
developing the forest industry was only shown in those 
communities where a sawmill already existed or where 
their equipment was dormant due to lack of finances. 
This shows that these ejidos are primarily concerned 
with agricultnral self-sufficiency and are not particularly 
eager to cut down their forests. Furtheml0rc , all of the 
ejidos agreed that these eight problems were the most 
serious ones even though they did not rank them in any 
order. Finally, cach work session used to answer the 
survey was carried out as an open fomm, and not as an 
assemhly of the ejido, which allowed al\ of those 
attending to g ive their frank opinion. 

notes 
I. ceremony of party where sprouted com beer is served 
2. Mexican word meaning a local boss whose power is  
maintained by h igh level political connections and 
coercion 
3. hierachy of caciques 

Tarahumtlra Stlshes 

VALUE OF THE TUCSON 
SIERRA MADRE CONFERENCE 

The perception of value of the University of 
Arizona's "Treasures of the Sierra Madre" conference 
varies with the individual participants. Rick Lowerre of 
the Texas Center for Policy Studies wrote NS/S to 
explain why he fel t  the Tucson conference was valuable. 
He noted that for the first time a large number of experts 
on the S ierra Madres were brought together to examine 
hoth the World Bank ' s  proposed loan and broader 
development issues of that area ! The conference 
provided a unique opportunity for direct discussions with 
the World Bank and Mexico ' s  SARH. Until the confer
ence open discussions about the project had been almost 
as limited as the previously restricted information about 
the project. In addition, Lowerre fel t  that the Tucson 
symposium strengthened the non-governmental organi
ztltions' contacts and relationships for their continued 
long-term cooperation on environmental issues effecting 
the U.S.lMexico borderlands.  The conference hopefully 
alerted the Mexican government and SARH that many 
people in hoth Mexico and the U .S .  value northern 
Mexico's environment. It perhaps a lso alerted the World 
Bank to the existence of non-governmental organizations 
and/or experts in Mexico and the U.S.  thtlt could assist 
the bank in its loan considerations and decisions affect
ing northern Mexico. 

Dr. William Beattie, the "Sierra Mtldre Forestry 
Development" project director tllso wrote NS/S , com
mcntmg on the value of the Tucson meeting. His May 
30, 199 1 ,  comments are quoted at length below: 

"The meeting was a useful medium for both the 
Mexican Government and the Bank delegation to (a) 
correct the considerable misinformation which has been 
circulating about the project; (b) describe the project, 
how it was identified ,  prepared and appraised; (c) 
summarize the project 's progress and problems to date; 
(d) l isten to the NGO representatives ' concerns about the 
project and their suggestions to improve it ,  and; (e) 
estahlish the beginnings of a network of professionals, 
organizations and infomlation to help improve the 
project' s  implementation. 

"While the tone of the meeting was in generlll very 
constructive and conciliatory. it is clear that the project 
will remain under close scmtiny hy the NGO commu
nity. As long as there are open communications between 
the GOM, the B ank and the NGO community. however, 
this can only he positive and beneficial for al\ concerned. 
The Mexican Government representatives (only SARH 
staff were present) agree and offered to host a follow-up 
meeting in Mexico sometime in mid- 1 99 1 .  The Bank 
shollld do all i t  can to assure that the rea�onahle and 
fcasihle recommendations made by the symposium 
part icipants are adopted and the mid - 1 99 1  follow up 
meeting be carried out as proposed with representative 
participation by the NGO community, Amerindian 
groups and other beneficiaries . . . .  " 



JUNE 1991 
CHIHUAHUAN CONFERENCES 

Orlando Ortega, one of SARH ' s  delegates to the 
Tucson con ference, proposed that a follow-up meeting 
be held in Chihuahua City in June 1 991 . While SARH 
has not organized such a meeting to date, two other con
ferences have been prepared for June. 

Dr. A rturo Lim6n Dominguez of the University of 
Chihuahua has organized "A Forum on the Sierra 
Tarahumara: Reality and Destiny." This conference is to 
be held on June 24, 1 99 1 ,  at the Auditorium of the 
Cultural Complex of the University of Chihuahua in 
Chihuahua City. Opinions about "( 1 )  the ethnic groups 
of the S ierra Madder Occidental, their culture, develop
ment and future in the region; (2) the use of the forest 
and its impact on the ecosystem of the sierra; and (3) 
future economic development projects in the Sierra 
Tarahumara" will be collected. Dr. Sim6n hopes to 
establish at  the fomm "a permanent interdisciplinary or
ganization composed of diverse institutions in both 
Mexico and the U.S. to act as a consultative council on 
the Sierra Tarahumara."  All  interested parties can 
contact NS/S for additional information. 

Very recently a second conference to be held in 
Chihuahua City at the University of Chihuahua on June 
27 & 28, 1 99 1 ,  has been organized by Dr. Luis Urias. 
This conference i s  apparently planned to deal with the 
social and cultural aspects of the Sierra Tarahumara, and 
will include talks and a round table discussion ahout the 
World B ank project. It is  being sponsored by Investiga
tores de la Zona Notre. 

Current Status of the 
World Bank's Sierra Madre Project 

Rumors concerning the status of the World 
Bank 's  "logging" or "development" project have 
been numerous and varied. On May 30, 1 99 1 ,  Dr. 
William Beattie notified NS/S stating what must be 
the official status of the project since he is the 
project's leader: 

"With respect to the project ' s  current status, 
we have continued to delay implementation of the 
project until an Environmental Baseline Study 
satisfactory to the Environmental Secretariat 
(SEDUE) is completed and SEDUE issues its 
environmental guidelines (Dictamen General) for 
the project area . . .  . ' ·  

The line drawings IIsed 10 accompany Ihe Sierra Madre 
a�licles were taken from Unknown Mcxico: Explorations in thc 
SICITll Madre and Other Rcgions, 1 890- 1 898. Wri/len hy Carl 
Lumholtl.. this 2 volume work has been reprinted by f)�ver 
Press. 
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ACTION 
URGED 
The editors of this newsletter are in agreement 

with the late January 1991 Arizona Daily Star editorial 
that stated "Don't allow logging projects if risks are ex
cessive." We agree with both the S tar and Dr. William 
Beattie, him<;elf, in that the project must remain post
poned until all environmental impactc; on the flora, 
fauna, soils, and American Indian communities are 
fully accessed. 

We also feel  that the original World B ank 
proposal was naive and/or flawed and desperately 
needs to he improved if the wonderful  and often fragile 
resources of north em Mexico's  Sierra Madres are to be 
preserved. We continue to be puzzled by the term 
"forestry development." How can a forest be devel
oped if large portions of it are cut down and no real 
effort is made to see that reforestation occurs? The 
World B ank is a "reconstmction"bank by its very 
nam� ilnd should not be in the business of destruction. 
A II of\IS share a joint responsibility to see that tme 
development and not just more exploitation occurs, 
especially when such world class gems ac; Chihuahua 
and Durango's Sierra Madres are concemed. The 
World Bank an�1 SARH need to improve their steward
ship of this critical area and go beyond their earlier 
extractive or exploitive mind set. 

We � al l  of our readers to let youropinions 
ahaut this "pilot project" be known. In addition to 
writing your U.S. Senators and Representative, we 
hope you will contact one or hoth ofthe following 
persons: 

Hans Binswanger 
Country Department II 
World Bank 
1 8 1 8 H St . ,NW 
Washington, D.C. 20433 

Patrick Coady 
U.S .  Executive Director 
World B ank 
Treasury Department 
Washington, D.C. 20220 

As always, letters to ollr editor are welcomed, as 
arc copies of letters to or from your congressional 
delegation or World B ank officials. Finally, letters to 
regional or national conservation groups may also 
encourage t.hem to continue or increase their concern 
about this World Bank project and other related devel
opmental ideas for the Sierra Madres. 



Reports from Your Gardens 
The Garden Reports section in the winter 1 990 Seedhead 
News was very i nteresting and I would like to see i t  
become a regular featnre. [So wOlild we! Plea.�e, 

everyone, send liS news of how your garden grows this 

year./ I would like to answer a question by Amy David 
(p. 4) about why her Tarahumara Carpinteros beans had 
more black coloring than the previous year's crop. In my 
experience with beans that have a white field and a black 
or red spotting (Anasazi and Appaloosa be.<Ins), those 
beans which develop when temperatnres are cool have 
much less pigment per bean than beans which develop 
under hot conditions.  The spots are just as intensely 
colored, but there are fewer of them and they are 
smaller. These differences are appararent on beans from 
the same plant producing i n  hot summer and cool fall 
weather. This effect doesn ' t  seem to hold for other 
pigmenting patterns such as stripes or blotches or other
than-white backgrounds such as pinto beans have. I have 
no idea why some pinto heans are all dark - it doesn ' t  
seem t o  breed tme and temperature or other conditions 
don 't  seem to be involved. 
-Sean Houtman, Santa Fe, New Mexico 

We grow Hopi B lue Com and Amaranthus CTuen/us. 
This year we moved to a new location in a TlIral area of 
northern California,  high desert, adjacent to national 
forest. alIT successes in the city became failures in the 
country due to four-legged predators. 

alIT season is a bit shorter than it  was in Reno, so 
we were lucky to get a com crop. We had cold weather 
and much rain in May, finishing with an inch of snow on 
May 31 st. So I didn ' t  plant com until June 1 7 .  We 
harvested all the com plots at the end of September just 
hefore the first freeze October 7th. We have come to 
prefer blue com for eating fresh , above the sweet 
hybrids .  We probably won 't  grow anything but open 
pollinated anymore anyway. B u t  flavor is best in the 
heirloom types. 

We tried San I1defonso Favas as an intercrop with 
com. Perhaps it kept the com from heing eaten as 
quickly; in any case it was a quick loss due to predators 
(bunnies). Obviou sly a really secure garden fence is in 
order here ! We will try again with growing Favas. 

My growing method with com is to plant it in a 
circle, 2 seeds per hole site, about 1 0  holes per circle. I t  
was pllfely intuitive, not  logical . Anyway i t  seems to me 
to give great pollination and vigorous growth. 

I grew the Amaranth in the company of mtabagas 
and borage, just for the contrasts of fonn and color, this 
year. 
-Betty Lemaire, Doyle, California 
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The sorghum cane you got from Waco, TX. ,  grew well 
and produced a nice seedhead but was too spindly to 
produce much symp juice. [These problems can be 

caused hy not enough light or plantings too close to 

each other./ 

The red eye bean genninated and grew very well 
but only had 2 or 3 in each pod. The vines were long and 
leafy, almost like pole types. Perhaps I had too much 
fertilizer. 

The Hopi B lue com did very well in the garden 
under normal conditions with nonnal watering. I saved 
seed and, anticipating a drought, field planted four - 300' 
rows next to 1 6  rows of O.P. yellow dent com. We bad 
the expected drought and the Hopi B lu e  was very 
disappointing. I didn't  get more than 8 or 10 ears of the 
B lue. While the Dent produced way below normal i t  did 
much better than the B lue. 
-Anonymous, Central Texas 

Isleta B lue Com was nine f«1 tall  this year and that was 
after oeing beaten t o  the ground by a massive hailstonn 
in mid-July!  I planted it  in a 1 2" matrix - seems ideal. 
This crop gets better every year! The corn meal makes 
� � com bread. 
-Victoria M arie Bunsen, Denver, Colorado 

NS/S varieties doing well in garden: 
1 .  Hopi cotton: Very hardy, prolific. Beautiful 

plants and flowers. Hit by fire ants and mealy bugs but 
kept right on growing ( l lessened watering). Nice crop 
and as of Oct. 1 5  is going for 2nd bloom. I planted very 
late in May so next year will have much bigger harvest. 
Have seeds to share and they are enclosed. 

2. Mt. Pima squash: Took over garden. Very fine 
growing - planted late - in May so crop only began in 
September because our summers are very hot. Made 
great shade over chicken pen. 
-Bebi Fenstennaker, Texas 

B akamina Bean, A zufrado B ean, Dolores de Hidalgo 
Canario: All under 100 days to dry stage. Hopi sweet 
corn did well in 1 4" growing containers - 2 ears per 
plant. Hopi sweet stood up to greenhollse pests. 

Tarahumara Multis: Day length sensitivity sus
pected. Mullis showed resistance to green house pests, as 
did the above-mentioned varieties. B akaminas suc
clImned to mites after serving a good amount of seed. 
Multi� Beans produced beautiful vines and flowered at 
the equinox. The plants are so pretty, I 've decided to 
grow these as an indoor ornamental, at both home, and 
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Hopi R ed Dye Amaranth. Photo by Linda Parker. 

on my desk at the greenhouse where I work. The vines 
climbed more than 7' up the greenhouse supports, before 
I pnmed them! I planted Azufrado beans from your 1 987 
food offering. With no real care they produced like crazy 
in poor sand and clay soil, in 1 00 days. Most of the 
plants seemed to be halfway between bush and twining 
type. Knowing if a bean is bush, twining or pole type 
would be nice. [None of our heans are true bliSh, as 

these are recent selections. Most heirlooms are pole 

types. Some heans can perform differently, depending 

on the climate.] 

-Anonymous, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

This is the first year I have used your seeds, only the 
second year I have had a garden. 

I live in the Mojave Desert of southern California 
at 3,200 ft. elevation, summer temps are very often over 
1 00  degrees Fahrenheit for several days in a row. Most 
precipitation occurs in winter and early spring. We get 
some summer thundershowers but not consistent like 
Arizona and drying winds are a big problem here. Soil in 
our yard ranges from sand to hard clay. 

The varieties that did well for me from my begin
ner's perspective were Tohono O'odham Tcpary 
(seemed to tolerate heat best); Tohono O'odham Red 
(not as heat, drought tolerant as tepary); Tohono 
O'odham Cowpea (drought and heat tolerant); "aphids 
favorite" was the cowpea, didn't bother other beans as 
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much. Cowpea had longest tap root of all the beans and 
the most beautiful flowers); all beans did better with 
light shade. Tohono O 'odham 60 day com (required 
more water than I expected though.) 

Devil's Claw did well except for the Gambels 
QUilil devouring most of the planting; the birds seemed 
to get quite fat. [Our memhers are kind to wild anl

mals!/ 

I received a great deal of satisfaction growing these 
native plants. After I made my first planting this year we 
received our first thunderstorm, almost as if the seeds 
were calling to the clouds. 

I prefer to harvest the bean pods from the plant 
either semi-dry or dry and leave the plant intact. Some
times I could get a double harvest from one plant, the 
picking seemed to stimulate the plant to produce more 
pods; I'm stiJI getting some beans off plants at this time 
of year even though the harvest is more or less over. 
-Tom Grady, Hesperia, CA 

San IIdefonso Favabeans: Did very well. 
Bishee Red Black eyed Peas: probahly the most 

successful. Root knot nematode resistant, heat tolerant 
and prolific. 

Prohably Tarahumara Pink Greenbean: had Yaqui 
String hean at same time and unfortunately failed to 
record who was where and did not save seed - which 
ever one it is apparently nematode resistant, very prolific 
and stringy bears fruit only in Fall - will grow well in 
heat but will not bloom until September. [Prohahly 

TaraJlUmara Pink.] 

'Nescafe' Okra, Warihio: Sometimes have prob
lems getting it to grow but it does grow and start 
blooming - very prolific and heat tolerant. 

Orach (A triplex hortensis): good winter crop; if 
allowed to go to seed will reseed itself. 

SC!ua:�h Papalote Ranch Cushaw: did well. 
Still trying to find the right squash. Either they 

don't bear well or nematodes get them. This year was 
squash hugs and nematodes on the plants my mother had 
- the worst infestation of squashbugs I think we have 
ever seen. My mother had Mayo Blusher and Mayo 
Kama. Did get some fruit - but both were rather 
disappointing. Probably would have done better without 
squash bugs. 
-Anonymous, Arizona 

Zuni Shalako and Baja Azufrado Beans did well in our 
garden. Hopi Yellow Lima B ean seeds rotted - which is 
not lII111SuaJ - we rarely have luck with any Limas. 
{Plant in warm soil and don 't over-water.] 

Do le� others know they needn' t  live in a desert to 
be successful! 
--Tom & Colleen Kozlowski, Girard, Pennsylvania 

continued next page 



More Garden Reports 
I 'm so glad you received hountiful rain! We had a good 
year here in Colorado, too (I missed a devastating hail 
storm by only I mile!) .  

While many people learn agriculture as a way of 
life, perhaps while growing up, some of us (city slicker 
types) learn it the hard way later in life, or at a land
grant Ag college. Me, for example. I am a student at 
CSU with more experience gardening in a text book than 
standing on the soil, but this too shall pass. My only 
fanning experience came from an opportunity to live on 
an Amish dairy farm a few years ago. With that in mind, 
here is an Amish story (a joke, really) about us "learned" 
types: 

Two guys went to college to study agriculture. 
When they graduated, they bought a farm and began 
farming. One day they were bringing a load of hay from 
the field to the ham when the wagon tipped over and 
spilled their load of hay. The one guy looked at the other 
and said, well, now what do we do? His partner said, I 
don 't  know, let's look it up. So they went to the book 

and the book said: reload wagon. And so we learn -
and keep going. 
-Aoyd Wright, northern Colorado 

I live in the southeast comer of Albuquerque, New 
Mexico, and our soil is decomposed granite. The south 
side of the house has a 'waste ' area in some what of a 
tmncated pie shape - ahout 80' X 30-45' wide. I say 
'waste ' because when the house was con�tnJcted - that 
part of the lot was scraped down to the granite. I 've been 
piling compost over there for 13 years, trying to ouild up 
a layer of soil .  In 1 990, I decided there was enough 'dirt' 
to actually tum it over & mayhe plant some vegetahles. 
There is no shade between 8 am - 8 pm during the 
growing season. 

Scarlet R unner Beans: I planted them along a hig 
Rahhit Bmsh (Chrysothamnas nauseosus) so it could 
climh the bush and provide sustenance for the humming
hirds. They did hcautifully. 
-Sheila Dourette, Albuquerque, New Mexico 

/Ilustrotion by Bill Singleton 
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The Tarahumara Tecomari Scarlet R unner Beans 
(Phaseolus coccineus) have done outstanding for me! 
The harvest has kept a three adult family fed well all 
sammer long and they're still growing. I do have to keep 
an eye on them or they will get too large. Then I can 
take the individual beans (which can be two inches 
long !) out for dry beans or to save for planting next 
spring. 

The Tomatillos I got from you have grown well (I 
have three plants in my garden now), but they started 

late (even though I planted them in June) - late August
and have gotten no bigger than about W' across. They 
have a nice flavor, though . {They are typically small.} 

The Lemon Basil has done outstanding too, but 
only in pots. I did not have any luck with it in my 
garden. I have two potted lemon basil plants which have 
gotten about I foot tall and have taken fairly frequent 
trimming well. It smells wonderful and gives a distinc
tive taste to food (especially when mixed with regular 
basi\) .  I 've brought both plants indoors to try to overwin
ter them. 
-Charles L. Campbell, Alamogordo, New Mexico 

I ' itoi 's onions grow like grass. 
Hopi early sweet com did well untiI horses ate it. 
Mrs. Bums Lemon B asil is fantastic. 
I got some Blue speckled teparies (from OJ. 

Lougheed at Ghost Ranch). I think that he got tbe seed 
from you originally and it did better than vims free 
Yellow teparies. 
-Anonymous, Santa Fe, New Mexico 

I live in west-central New Mexico on the Zuni Reserva
tion. Plants here must contend with a short growing 
season (June-September), dry winds, little moisture. The 
plants that have done well for me at Zuni are: Hopi 
Sweet Com, Santo Domingo Dipper Gourd, Isleta Chile, 
Zuni Shalako Beans, Zuni Tomatillo, Isleta Chile, Chile 
Negro, and Epazote. 

Hopi Short Stapled Cotton: grasshoppers cut down 
the young plants. 

Paiute Devil's Claw: Hoppers one year. Then I 
tried starting these inside and then transplanting. I think 
most of the plants succumbed to transplanting shock, but 
those that survived remained puny and stunted (less than 
(, I Ilches tall) for the remainder of the season. Was this 
nutrient stress? {No - tra.nsplanting devil's claw can be 

tricky. The roots shollid not be damaged in the process, 

or stunting can result.} 

Hopi Squashes: were attacked by squash beetles 
carryi.ng a wilt. 

Chile Negro: I had some problems with seed 
germination. {Chiles need wannth to germinllJe.} 

-Anonymous, New Mexico 
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We ordered the lima beans (Hopi Yellow {P72 }, Hopi 
Red {P9 }, Hopi Gray {P80 }, Hopi White { P73 }) in 
hopes of regaining seed to a bean my hushand' s grand
mother and mother used to raise - it was a lima bean 
with a pinto taste hut in a bush type that was similar in 
coloration to the Hopi Yellow and Red. The Hopi 
Yellow has out-produced the other varieties 2-to- 1 with 
the Hopi White being the least productive. In fact, only 
213 of the Hopi White seeds germinated and we planted 
them all in the same row so that they all would have an 
equal chance at nutrients, minerals and water. The vines 
themselves spread from 1 2  to 1 4  feet on .\2Qth sides of the 
row and since our garden began to look like a jungle and 
since we've always had problems with water moccasins 
in our garden, my hushand decided to use the grass 
trimmer to at least make a path to our other vegetables. 
Even though they had started blooming, they increased 
in hlooms and pod production after being limited to an 
eight foot spread (we always planted four foot between 
rows). So far, we have harvested 4Y2 bushels of beans 
and I plan to h ave another hushel he fore a killing frost in 
ahout 2 to 3 weeks. Next year, we plan on planting two 
rows in Hickory King corn, whieh grows 6 to 8 foot high 
and has a stalk 1 Y2 to 2 inches thick, so that they can 
climb all they want and hopefully plant at least 30 days 
sooner so they will have a hetter chance to produce 
before the "dog days" hit. We are recommending the 
same method to all  we share seed with also. We also 
ordered Tarahumara Mantequilla (PS I )  and it has some 
beautiful vines, but the hlooms didn 't set so we lost that 
seed. {Bean flowers will abort in high temperatures.] 

-Delbert & Margie Craig, Illinois 

Elko, Nevada, site at 5 , 1 00  ft. and the frost free growing 
season is normally 90 days (June I to Sept I ). 

I l ive in the city ( 1 0,000 pop.) and have 3 raised 
bed growing areas (appro x 1 000 sq ft) .  Annual rain fall 
here is 7", so I irrigate on regular basis. 

I really enjoy raising your chili peppers, both for 
appearance and seasoning purposes. But, due to short 
season I am required to plant them in large wooden 
containers & move the plants into a small greenhouse, 
that is attached to my home, in the fall. 

This year I try Fava heans, but plants (some of 
them) turned hlack and overall harvest was poor. 

Tried devil 's claw this year for first time-flowers 
were beautiful and "claws" are unique. I ' l l  continue 10 
raise them for novelty purposes. 
-Anonymous,  Nevada 
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Conserving Traditional 

Zuni Crops 

By Carol Brandt 

For almost a thousand years the Zuni people have lived 
in their "Middle Place" -Halona:ltiwanna - in west<en
tral New Mexico. Their continued existence in this high desert 
environment io; in part due to locally adapted crops developed 
over the course of generations. Today, these crop genetic re
sources are threatened with extinction. The introduction of a 
cash economy, loss of agriculh.lral lands to erosion, and dam
age to the Zuni watershed has contributed to the reduction of 
traditional crops in the Zuni community. 

To ensure that Zuni crop varieties are preserved for fu

ture generations of the Zuni tribe, this spring the Otarles A. 
Lindbergh Foundation has granted the Zuni Archaeology 
Program funds to document and collect traditional Zuni crops. 
This collection will be preserved at both Native Seeds! 
SEARCH in Tucson and at a local seed bank at Zuni. 

I am particularly excited about the founding of a local 
seed bank at which Zuni farmers and gardeners can have 
direct access and control over traditional Zuni crops. These 
crops are not only valuable to Zuni people as a potential 
economic resource, but are closely tied to the religiolls 
community and are an integral part of the Zuni culh.tral 
identity. Although Native SeedS/SEARCH has been success
ful at establishing a regional seed bank in the Southwest for 
traditional Native American crops, local efforts to preserve 
crop genetic diversity are sorely needed. The Zuni tribe is 
hopeful that such a project can act as a model for other Native 
American groups in the Southwest who want to preserve the 
agricuItural legacy of their ancestors. 

The interviews and seed collection should provide 
valuahle data and resources for the Zuni Sustainahle Develop
ment Plan currently being drafted hy the Zuni tribe. After 
more than a century of deterioration and degradation of 
natural resources on Zuni Reservation lands, the tribal 
government is planning to rehabilitate the eroded Zuni 
landsc.1pe. The use of locally adapted crops will certainly play 
a suhstmtial role in the sustainahle use of this arid environ
ment. Energy and enthusiasm is high in nmi that this will be a 
decade of healing and renewal. 

Carol Brandl is Paleoethnobotanist for the Zuni 

Archaeology Program. 



Saving Seeds for the Future 
By Daniela Soleri and David A. Cleveland 
(Adapted from Chapter 1 4  in  FOOD FROM DR YTA ND 

GARDENS, published in  spring 1 99 1  by the Centrr for 
People, Food and Environment, and available from 
Native Seeds/SEARCH.) 

Gardeners and farmers all  over the world have heen 
selecting and saving seeds and other plant propagation 
materials since the heginning of agriculture and plant 
domestication over 1 0,000 years ago. A Imost a \ I  of the 
crops grown today are products of this selection, and 
new varieties created by scientists are based on the work 
of these past generations. Plant selection by gardeners 
and farmers continues to be vital for conserving genetic 
resources and for producing crop v arieties best suited to 
local needs. 

The implications of saving seeds, especially of 
local varieties, go far heyond the effects on the gardener 
and her garden. Genetic resources for the future world 
food supply are hecoming scarcer with the loss of 
traditional varieties and the diverse local agricultllfal 
systemc; that produce and maintain them. At the stlme 
time, new and expensive plant-breeding technologies are 
heing used by multinational seed producers. These 
changes raise new issues about the control and econom
ics of seed production, and the genetic diversity upon 
which all food systems rely. These are issues that affect 
the gardener and that she addresses when saving her own 
seeds. 

Indigenous or local varieties, those that have heen 
selected and managed by local people, are often called 
"Iandraces" or "primitive varieties." We prefer the term 
folk l'ariety in support of the efforts of Third World 
countries and the United Nations Education, Scientific 
and Cultural Organization ( UNESCO) to have these 
varieties recognized as a part of the "folk" heritage of 
indigenous communities, and thus g ive them control 
over and compensation for the lise of these genetic 
resources .  

The ind igenous crops, gardens, and fields of the 
world contain a large amount of biological d iversity. 
This diversity occurs on several levels: 
* Folk crop varieties contain a diversity of genetic 
information. 
* Often there are many different varieties of each crop. 
* Gardens and fields frequently contain mixtures of 
many different crops and varieties. 
* Gardens and fields in different ecological or cultural 
settings have different crops and crop mixtnres. 

The genetic and ecological diversity of indigenous 
systems is good for gardens and other small -scale food 
production because it increases yield stability and local 
self-reliance. Yield stahility is a measure of the variation 
in the amount of usahle harvest from year to year. When 
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exposed t o  stresses such as drought, flooding, pests, 
diseases, and high temperatures, total crop yields will 
decrease relatively l ittle in mixed plantings of diverse 
folk varieties compared to monocultures of genetically 
unifonll industrial varieties. I In  other words, diversity 
reduces the risk of having nothing to harvest from the 
garden. 

Industrial agriculture is c haracterized by varieties 
that respond to favorahle growing conditions created by 
increasrc1 i.nputs of irrigation water, chemical ferti l izers 
and pesticides, and often mechMlization. Compared with 
indigenolls agriculture, i ndustria l  agriculture often 
increases yields per unit  of land and labor, and has 
contributed a great deal to increasing the world food 
supply,  not only  through production in industrialized 
countries, but as the "green revolution" in  the Third 
World .  This industria l  approach has also been applied to 
gardens.2 

Choosing between fol k  and industrial v arieties and 
gardens involves a trade-off. Even though the individual 
plants lack diversity, industrial varieties can sometimes 
he desirahle for dryland gardeners. Also,  not all new 
varieties are genetically uniform or dependent on 
expensive inputs. To minimize risk to the gardener or 
farmer, some diversity should be mainta ined at all levels 
(individual plants, crop v arieties, and crops in  the 
gard�n) .  One way to do this is  by continuing to grow folk  
varieties even when trying new, industrial varieties, and 
planting gardens with a mixture of different indigenous 
and new crops and crop varieties. 

For example,  Hopi farmers continue to maintain 
their own Hopi sweet com variety even when cultivating 
an industrial sweet com variety.3 A common reason 
given by farmers for doing this is  that the industrial 
varieties produce large sweet ears, but the Hopi variety is 
hetter adapted to the local environment. If the growing 
conditions are especially dry the Hopi variety will 
produce a harvest but the i ndustrial v arieties will fai l .  

Seed Saving 
Saving of seeds by gardeners and farmers is the 

only way to preserve the full diversity of locally adapted 
folk varietes. Seeds from many garden crops can simply 
he col lected in the garden and stored, while others need 
to be processed and dried for best results. 

Seed saving is selection in  action. Gardeners look 
for seed produced by plants with desirahle characteristics 
such as drought and heat adaptation or pest and disease 
res istance. The flavor, texture, size, color, and cooking 
and storage qualities of the food the plants produce are 
also important. For example, in Togo local maize 
varieties a�e preferred over high-yielding new hybrids 
hecause the tight husks of the local ones significantly 
reduce damage hy grain beetles during storage.4 
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Seed Harvest and Processing 
Seeds that  are saved for planting must be viahle, 

that is, capable of growing into a healthy plant. If seeds 
are harvested hefore they are mature, development of the 
embryo and seed coat wil l  he intemlpted and the seed 
will  not he vi ahle. Seeds that are an abnomlal shape, 
very sma l l ,  or damaged in some way should not be 
saved . Larger seeds are best hecause they contain more 
food to support the seed emhryo before and during 
germination. 

The length of t ime seed can he stored depends on 
the type of seed , i ts  quality, and the storage conditions. 
As seeds get older they become less viahle, because the 
embryos weaken and die. Therefore the longer they are 
stored, the lower their germination percentage becomes.  
If stored for a long t ime, some seeds such as heans 
become so hard and dry that  water cannot penetrate them 
to swell and break the seed coat . Growing out saved seed 
after two to three years helps avoid this prohlem and 
ensures fresh, viable seed stock. To allow for losses 
during storage, germination, and early growth ,  about 
50% more seed than needed for planting should he 
saved. Harvesting and processing seeds from different 
types of plants is descrihed helow. 

POD-BEAR ING Seeds of pl ants l ike fenugreek, sesame, 
beans, peas,  and amgola are mature when the pods have 
dried to a light brown color and are starting to become 
brittle.  A t  this t ime the pods are ready to de"i.�ce, or pop 
open to di stribute the seeds. Pods of some crops such as 
peas, do not easily dehisce, hut others, such as af\lgola, 
do so at the s lightest touch, throwing seeds quite a 
distance. If dehiscing i s  a prohlem, seed stalks can he 
picked or cut  while the pods are turning hrown hut are 
not brittle,  and left to fi nish drying, out of direct sunlight 
in a bag or on a piece of cloth, where the seeds can be 
easily collected. 

SOFT SMALL-S EEDED FRUIT Tomatoes and tomatil 
los  contain many smal l  seeds, so only a spoonful of  pul p  
provides more t h a n  enough seeds for most gardens. The 
mashed pul p  of mat lITe fruits from several selected plants 
is placed in an uncovered container such as a howl or jar. 
The pulp is left to ferment wilh occasional stirring. 
Fermentation takes three to seven days depending upon 
the air temperature: s  the warmer the air temperature the 
less time required. A SOIlT smell  and huhhles on the 
pulp' s sllfface show that fermentation is occurring. 

Fermentation destroys microorganisms on the seeds 
which can cause some diseases, and it thins out the pulp, 
al lowing the heavy seeds to separate and sink to the 
bottom. Fennentation also removes the gel atinous 
coating found around these seeds, chang ing their textme 
from slippery, to rough and nonsli ppery . This can he felt 
by ruhhing them hetween two fingers. This stage of seed 
processing is complete when the seeds aud pulp have 
separated. Any seeds noating near the surface are hollow 
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Squash seeds can be dried in a basket. 

and not viable. These and the pulp can be skimmed off 
the surface and composted. The v i able seeds are rinsed 
with water and laid on a cloth,  piece of screen ,  or similar 
material, to dry in a place protected from the wind and 
direct sun. 

Eggplant and garden egg seeds do not need to be 
fermented. The pulp of soft, overripe fmits from several 
selected plants is mashed. The seeds are separated by 
rinsing them with water, after which they are laid out to 
dry. 

PEPPERS Seeds from sweet peppers and hot chilis are 
ohtained from fruit which has matured on t he plant to a 
red, orange, or black color, depending on the v ariety. 

The fmi t  can be either fresh or dried . Seeds taken from 

fresh frui t  may need rinsing before drying. 

CUCURB ITS The seeds of most squashes, pumpkins 
and gourds continue to mature even after the fruit has 
reached its full  size and is  ripe for eating. Keeping 
mature fruit  from which seed is  to be saved in cool , dry 
stor<lge for six weeks or longer, known as after-ripening, 

ensures time for seed development.6 When slightly 
immature fruit is  picked, for example a fter <In early frost, 
viahle seeds can sometimes be saved if the fruit is 
al lowed to after-ripen.  A fter the seeds have been 
removcd, they should be rinsed and separated from the 
pulp. Any smal l ,  nat seeds which float while being 
washed can be composted, as they are hollow and not 
viahle. Seeds should be dried in a well-venti lated place 
l ike a ha.l;ket. 

Watermelon seeds are matllfe when the ripe fmi t  is 
calell,  alld they can be rinsed and dried immediately. 

c()ntinued next page 



Seed Saving, continued 

With other melons, leaving them to continue ripening for 
a few days after they are first ready to eat allows the 
pulp and seed to separate more easily. After cutting the 
melon open, the seeds are rinsed, and all remaining pulp 
is removed before they are laid out to dry. 

SEED-BEARING FLOWER HEADS Cutting off the 
seed heads of plants l ike sunflower, onion, carrot, 
amaranth, cilantro, and chia just before they have 
completely dried is a great help in collecting the many 
small seeds. The seed heads are placed in bags or on 
cloth in the shade to finish dry ing. When brittle and dry, 
seeds are easy to remove by mbbing or shaking the seed 
heads. 

MAIZE A good indicator of seed maturity in maize is 
the browning of the hu.�k or leaves around the ear. If 
birds and other pests are not a problem the ears do not 
need to be harvested until the whole plant has died. 
However, in very hot areas the sugars in the kernels may 
start to fernlent inside tight husks, especially in the sweet 
varieties. The fermentation causes the kernels to ex
plode, destroying them as seeds. To avoid this the husks 
can be opened slightly although this may allow pests 
inside. If the kernels have passed the stage when the 
juice inside is "milky," and have developed their matllTe 
markings or color, they can be harvested and allowed to 
dry in the shade with their husks open or removed. 

Maize is frequently stored on the cob which may 
reduce some pest damage to the softer part of the seed 
where it was attached to the cob. There are many 
traditional ways to store maize seed, either with or 
without the cob or husks: in containers, hung in bunches, 
or stnlOg up in hanging racks as is done in parts of the 
southwestern United States and northern Mexico. 

Seed Drying 
All seeds must be dry before storage. Small hard 

seeds harvested in the dry season can be stored immedi
ately with no further drying. Larger, moister seeds 
usually require extra drying after harvest. When seeds 
are spread out to dry, turning or mixing them several 
times a day speeds seed drying and helps prevent mold. 
In dryland areas with high daytime temperatures (greater 
than 35°C or 95°F), it is best to dry seeds in the shade to 
avoid the danger of over heating and over drying, which 
can damage the seed coat and embryo. Sometimes if 
drying is  too rapid, case hardening can OCClJr in larger, 
moist seeds such as those of squash and melons. Case 
hardening is the drying of the outside surface while the 
inside is still moist. The moi sture trapped inside the seed 
encourages the growth of fungi and hacteria,? and can 
also attract insects. However, some people such as the 
Tohono O'odham of the southwest United States and 
northern Mexico have a long tradit ioll of drying seed in 
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the sun with good results.8 The exposure to sun and heat 
may also help rid the seeds of some insect pests. If a 
successful tradition like this does exist, understanding 
how it works and supporting its continuation is the best 
approach. 

B askets, pieces of cloth or mats, calabashes and 
pots can a\l be used for drying seed .  Seeds may need 
protection to prevent birds and insects from eating them 
and to keep insects from laying eggs on the seeds which 
may later hatch in storage. An upside-down basket 
(Figure 1 4.9), or a piece of cloth stretched over the 
container, protects the seeds while sti11 a l lowing air 
circulation. 

Rubbing dry seeds between hands or on a piece of 
cloth will separate seeds that  may be stuck together. This 
is easy if the seeds are clean and dry. Only gentle 
mbbing is needed; hard pressure can scratch the seed 
coat and result  in disease problems or drying of the 
embryo. Seed from moist fruits such as squash, melons, 
tomatoes, chi lis, and eggplants are brittle when dry, and 
will break if bent in  half. 

Seeds with some sort of pod or casing such as 
pulses are easier to store and plant if separated from this 
casing. There may be exceptions to thi s  when pods offer 
some protection in storage. To remove pods after drying, 
any matme pods that have not opened can be threshed or 
mbbed to break them open, then w innowed in a light 
breeze as i s  done with grain .  When dropped from 
shoulder or waist height the heavier seeds wi l l  fal l  
straight down into an awaiting container while the pods 
and other debris wil l  be blown away. Large pod-borne 
seeds should be dried for several days after removal from 
their pods. 

After drying, it is a good idea to keep seeds for 
several days at  the same temperature a t  which they will 
be stored. If the seeds do not feel damp and do not stick 
to each other during this time they are probably dry 
enough for storage. The exact length of time to dry seeds 
varies greatly depending on the air humidity, seed size, 
how clean seeds are, and the drying conditions. 
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Diabetes Project Update 
By Martha Burgess 

Spring is the season for health fairs, and as soon as 
various O'odham groups heard about our presentation 
they began booking NS/S. It started with a Diabetes Fair 
in Sacaton, where we earned a plaque for best hooth, 
hands down. NS/S intern Cati Carmen said the elders 
gravitated to our table to taste the delicious mesquite 
flour drink and to hear (what they already knew from 
their own grandparents) about how traditional foods -
tepary beans, cholla buds, chia seed, Emory acorns, and 
mesquite pods - help prevent disease. It is the young 
people who need to hear the news, because these ancient 
foods � news to most of them. Returning to a diet 
which includes traditional foods for them may be a 
matter of l i fe and death. 

Results from a Native A merican Nutrition and 
Health conference in May show that a majority of Pima 
from 5- 1 8  years old are far heavier even than other 
Indian youth. Heaviness is the first step in inducing Type 
I I  diabetes. Native Seeds/SEARCH Diabetes Project staff 
are involved with Indian Health Service, reservation 
educators, etc . ,  in brainstorming ideas for intervention 
and prevention of this epidemic, and in finding ways to 
help the native kids know that it is  a l ifestyle disease , 
that every single thing they eat can affect their future 

'-,/ health - positively or negatively. 
Among the other events where Native Seeds/ 

SEA RCH demonstrated traditional foods for health this 
spring were: San Xavier Health & Safety Fair, Topawa 
Mission School Health Fair, and Sacaton Elementary 
School Indian Days. Sample tepary beans, chol la buds, 
bellotas ( acorns), pinches of mesquite flour, chia seed, 
prickly pear pickles, amaranth seed, plus commercial 
counterparts such as carob powder, psyllium crackers , 
whole bran crackers, etc. , were all  devoured with 
interest .  We had to hire several people to harvest chol la 
cactus buds in April and May to keep up with demand 
and to get a supply to send out as show-and-tell with the 
education kit .  

The Diabetes Prevention with Desert Foods 
Education Kit is being polished and will soon he rcady 
for teachers, hea l th workers, club and community leaders 
to use or incorporate into their activities this fal l .  If you 
are interested please write Martha Burgess at NS/S or 
phone 602/327-9 1 23 .  The Education Kit composed by 
Mary Hoskin and Martha Burgess consists of: I )  1\ 
flexihle curriculum set adaptable to any age; 2) Hands
on activity plans; 3) Supportive written material ,  maps , 
fact sheets, recipes, sample show-and-tell foods, videos, 
seeds for gardening on reqnest, etc . ,  and 4) Technical 
articles for the medical facts and research hehind the 
desert foods nntritional approach to diabetes prevention. 
Request a price l i st with order forms to specify exactly 
what components you need. For groups who have no 
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funds available, w e  are seeking funds t o  cover costs.  We 
don 't  want to say no to anyone who needs this informa
tion. 

We are excited by the completion of the slide show 
entitled, "Desert Food is  Healthy Food". It was com
posed by BllTgess, Hoskin, Susan Kunz and Angelo 
Joaquin Jr, and narrated by Angelo, with many archival 
slides of traditional food preparation by Helga Teiwes of 
the Arizona State Museum. With permission from ASM, 
we have recently transferred i t  into video for easier use. 
A dozen copies are already in circulation being shown by 
I ndian Health Service workers , teachers, and community 
leaders. You can request to borrow or purchase video 
copies for educational purposes. Call or write for a 
listing of all  the videos we make available. 

Introducing Intern Tina Scott 
When intern Cati Carmen (now mother of a hefty 8 

Ib baby hoy, Redfeather) decided it was time for mater
nity leave in April, we brought aboard Tina Scott, a 
spirited Tohono O'odham grandmother of four, who 
l ives in Tucson. Tina "hit the ground mnning", as we 
were already heavily into a breathtaking schedule of 
Indian Health Fairs and school programs involving our 
Diabetes Prevention through Desert Foods Program. Tina 
has heen priceless already. 

She was raised to age 1 2  in the shadow of Ba
bo<)uivari Mountain. At Topawa School Health Fair she 
was related to half the attendees!  Her background in
cludes work for Save the Children Foundation and 
Victim Witness Cri sis Counseling. She intends to 
continue her career in Social Services, and is pleased 
with the opportunity to help O'odham and other Indian 
people through her internship with Native Seeds/ 
SEARCH. 



Seed Collection and Native American Rights 

By Mahina Drees and Barney T. Bums 
(Adapted from a presentation to the Southwestern 
Anthropological Association annual meeting, April 1 2, 
199 1 . ) 

When Native SeedS/SEA RCH was created in 1 983 
from a Meals for Mill ions project, the issue of Native 
American rights to the genetic resources we were col
lecting and distributing hecame <lpparent. Because we 
were a small group with no money or 1 ;111(\ , the only way 
we could see to conserve the seeds was to distribute 
them widely and sell them to non-Native Americans in 
order to support collecting and increasing the seed, and 
as an actual  means of preservation. Making them 
available to Native Americans for free was the only way 
at that time we were ahle to compensate the peoples who 
had developed and provided these amazing drought and 
heat tolerant food resources. We investigated the 
possibility of patenting or protecting the seeds in some 
other way but snch activities were way beyond our 
economic means. 

We have since increased om attempts to return 
benefits from the seeds to Native Americans and involve 
Native Americans in  the activities and decision-making 
processes of Native Seeds/SEARCH. We have an active 
outreach program to let Native Americans know that 
seeds and NS/S membership arc availahle to them. We 
have one ful l  time Native American staff memher and 
three Native American interns. Three other Native 
Americans sit on our Board of Directors. 

Currently we have an educat ion and development 
program to alert Native Americans to the potential of 
controll ing di<lhetes through the consumption of tradi
tional food. Diabetes is a disease of epidemic proportions 
among Southwestern Native Americans. 

We are seeking funding for a project that would 
hring together Southwestern Native American farmers to 
discuss the issues surrounding their rights to traditional 
genetic resources as well as means to aid the preserva
tion of traditional famling. This project 's  goal is to 
develop some means of protecting Native American 
rights to their genetic resources and to estahlish a grass 
roots organization to continue to address these issues. 

Native Seeds/S EARCH is also assisting seed hank 
estahlishment or traditional farming revival efforts at 
Zuni ,  Havasupai and Navajo Family Farms. These local 
efforts are very hopeful signs for the future, because only 
Native Americans can tmly save traditional agriculture 
in the Southwest. 

The founders of Native See<WSEARCH began 
collecting seeds in ahout 1 978 initially hecallse of 
reqllests from Native Americans for them and because of 
the beauty and usefulness of seeds that were observed 
dllring other field operations. We also had a sense that 
what we were finding was a remnant of what had 
formerly existed and that what we were seeing was en
dangered. We knew this from the l iteratme, from what 
older Native Americans told us and from the ages of the 
[amlers mainta ining the crops. Unfortunately, it appears 
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that we were correct ahout future losses. 
There prohably aren' t  a dozen traditional O 'odham 

famlers left. Of the 1 8  Pueblos in northern New Mexico, 
only a few have an active traditional agriculture. 
Cochit i ' s  has been destroyed by the dam, San Juan has 
two traditional famlers , and some of the Pueblos are in 
danger of losing their water rights because they aren ' t  
using them. Two of  our past seed providers from this 
area have died. Only one son is  maintaining the seeds. 
Ollr original Zuni contact died some years ago. At Hopi, 
where traditional agriculture appears to be s trong, 67% 
of the farmers interviewed were over 60 years old and 
only 7% were under 30. 

In Northwest Mexico the situation is  somewhat 
better hecause of the economic necessity for people to 
feed themselves. The three-year drought they have just 
experienced, however, has driven people from the land 
and forced them to seek wage labor. In Mayo country, I 
have never seen a field of grain amaranth. We may be 
holding the last of the world's  domestic panic grass. I t  
comes from a region currently caught in  the  dmg war. 

The Mountain Pimas exist only in isolated pockets, 
famling with traditional crops. The last time we visited 
there we were able to collect only a few seeds because of 
the drought. Almost a whole v illage had moved to 
Madera, a lumbering town. The Tarahumaras continue to 
lose land to poor but pushier Mexicans, and to erosion. 
Further degradation of their remaining land c an be 
expected if the World Bank Timber Project proceeds. 
We have been unable to 'collect beans for three years 
becal lse of the drought and last year was the first decent 
corn crop in years. The need to collect what 's  left and 
preserve what we have is great. 

But collecting is not an easy activity and it contains 
an enormous responsibility not just to the seeds hut a 
sensitivity to the people who provide them. In situ or in  
place conservation of these crops is the ideal, so  we do 
everything possihle to encourage people to continue to 
faml. We try to maintain an ongoing relationship with 
our seed providers and provide whatever we can to help 
them: small amounts of money, seeds, used 
c1othing,food, medical supplies, toys, holiday sweets, 
cloth, and tools. All of these items are carefully chosen 
so as not to interfere with a family's l ifestyle or endanger 
current crop genetic pools.  For instance, we do not 
provide used clothing or corn to Tarahumaras because 
they dress traditionally and have lots of com races. We 
take them cloth and tools. 

We collect not only seeds but information about the 
seeds so that they will have maximum value to future 
generat ions, especially Native Americans. For instance, 
without the knowledge that some Hopi hlue com is 
adapted to foot-deep planting in sandy soi l ,  the real 
value of the crop is  not understood. 

What I want to leave you with is a sense of the 
enormOIlS urgency to collect traditional Southwestern 
crop seeds, and also with a sense of the responsibility 
that comes with such collection, not just to the seeds, but 
to the people who provided the seeds. 

/ 



Seed Collection Curation at Native SeedS/SEARCH 

By Linda Parker (Adapted from a presentation to the 
Southwestern Anthropological Association annual 
meeting, April 1 2, 1 99 1 . ) 

Without proper seed curation, collections are of 
little value. Pests, poor information presentation and lack 
of organization are the enemies of the potential value of 
seed collections. Thi s  article describes how the Native 
SeedS/SEARCH collection is  curated. At present, this 
collection has more than 1 ,000 accessions of seeds. 
These accessions are samples of domesticated crops, 
wild relatives of crops, and native plants that have been 
collected by our staff or donated by other people or 
groups. 

When an individual sample is brought into (lllr 
collection, we ask for specific information to be pro
vided. Our accession form has been designed to provide 
us with the relevant information needed to maintain that 
sample. For example, we record common names in 
Spanish or native languages, the farmers who have 
grown the crops, the season planted and harvested, me
dicinal uses of wild plants, and any other folklore that 
can he ohtained . Of course, we also note scientific 
names, location, site description, collector and date. 

Once this "passport" data is  recorded on our 
accession form, a permanent identifying number is 
assigned to that sample. Our numbering system is  
classified by crops. A letter has been assigned to each 
specific crop, for example, all beans begin with letter P, 
corns begin with Z, and squash with E. We then further 
divide each group of crops by species and/or color. PO I ,  
Phaseolus acutifolirH, represents white tepary beans. 
P02, also Phaseolus acutifolius, is the tan/beige tepary 
bean group. EO I is Cucurbita argyrosperma, commonly 
called cushaw squash. E03 is  Cucurbita moschata, the 
butternut/big cheese squash group. 

The next number used indicates the particular 
sample. For example, PO 1 -00 1 is the first entry of white 
tepary beans. Within the POI group there are 37 entries. 
Within EOl ,  the cushaw squash group, we have 6 1  
entries. 

Once a collected sample has been assigned an 
accession number, we freeze the sample for a minimnm 
of two weeks. This is  our only current means of insect 
control . The free7.ing kil ls insect larvae that may be 
under the seed coats. This has been successful with 
bmchid beetles in beans, and moderately successful with 
com moths. 

We have two large freezers in  our seed storage 
facility. Besides being used for insect control , frozen 
storage also contains representative samples of all of om 
accessions. One freezer, designated for our extensive 
com collection, is filled with samples of ears of each 
com accession. The rest of the collection is  stored in 
buckets, jars and packets. 
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Mayo Klima Squash, photo by Linda Parker 

Native SeedS/SEARCH i s  a grass roots organiza
tion with limited resources and space. As we encourage 
farmers and gardeners to realize the importance of the 
genetic material they have maintained for generations, 
we find ourselves faced with problems of storage, 
repetitive collections and in some cases poor informa
tion. 

One solution we have just begun to implement is 
the concept of the "core collection." First proposed by 
Brown and Frankel in  1 984, the core is  composed of 
about ten percent of the total collection. Samples are 
chosen to represent as much as possible of the d iversity 
in the collection. The criteria for selecting core entries 
includes how much information is available, is i t  
threatened or rare, are we the only group preserving i t ,  
and does i t  have unique genetic traits. The core should 
he maintained and grown out every three to five years. 

The remaining accessions will  then form our 
reserve collection. These samples will  be kept in proper 
storage conditions and sent out if requested, but wiJI not 
he grown out as often. 

Native Seeds/SEARCH is a regional seed bank. 
Om foremost priority is  to preserve the crops of the 
SouthwesteTtJ United States and Northwest Mexico. 
Within om collection is  a tremendous diversity and 
priceless resource, which we are pledged to maintain and 
protect.  



RegisTREE Update 
The Arizona RegisTREE program, an effort to 

preserve Arizona's useful perennial plants in situ, 

announced the first trees, orchards and gardens to be 
selected. Eleven awards were made during ceremonies in 
Phoenix and Tucson around Earth Day in April. 

The most touching moment came when Laura 
Kerman, a 95+ year old Tohono O'odham woman, 
accepted her award in recognition of her native crop and 

wild perennials garden at Topawa and for the informa
tion about O'odham plant use she has freely shared over 
the years. She stood up from her wheelchair to sing a 
song to help the Saguaro cactus blossom and led partici
pants at the Desert Botanical G ardens in a traditional 
dance. 

Also receiving an award were quince and apple 
trees planted by Mexican ranchers in Canelo. So did fig 
and pomegranate trees that survived desert conditions at 
an isolated oasis in Organ Pipe Cactns National MOntJ
ment on the infamous Camino del Diahlo - the "Devil's 
Road" - that led through southern Arizona to Califor
nia. Agaves that were once cultivated by prehistoric 
Arizonans and now only found near archaeological mins 
at sites in central Arizona were also recognized. 

Two downtown Tucson neighborhood orchards 
were given awards.  Jujube trees planted by Mr. Wi1Iie 
Gin, including a rare variety that produces especially 
large fruits, represent a part of the cultural legacy of Chi
nese grocers in Tucson. Nearby, a grove of olive trees 
was planted in the 1 9 1 0s by University of Arizona Dean 
of Agriculture Dr. Robert Forbes to test more than a 
dozen varieties he had brought from north Africa. Some 
are specially grown for pickling, stuffing or for produc-

l.,aura Kerman, Gary Nabhan and others dallce at 
Registry ceremony in April 
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ing olive oil, and have such colorful names as "Egg of 
the Pigeon" and "Tooth of the Camel." In an amazing 
coincidence, we learned that Laura Kerman, who worked 
for Dr. Forbes, helped him plant those trees so very long 
ago. 

Another Regis-TREE recipient is a Mogollon Rim 
ranch at 6,000 feet elevation boasting 1 4  varieties of 
apples, pears, peaches, plums, cherries, almonds, walnuts 
and berries in its orchard. A stand of palm trees in 
Gilbert were given an award because they were planted 
by Conrad Zulick, a territorial governor of Arizona, in 

the I R90s. A huge fig tree at Tumacacori National 
Monument is part of the tree originally planted at the 
Spanish mission there. More than 300 apple trees remain 
at the Reevis Ranch site in the heart of the Superstition 
Mountain Wilderness, once home to the "Hermit of the 
Superstitions" who was mysteriously murdered in 1 896. 

Landowners of plants selected by the RegisTREE 
nomination committee were awarded a certificate and a 
decorative tile plaque for on-site placement. The 
coalition will work with landowners and land managing 
agencies to insure that the unique genetic characteristics 
of these trees are preserved, preferably on site but also 
by distribution of cuWngs or offspring. 

Publicity from the initial awards has resulted in 
many more nomination. The coalition of groups support
ing Arizona RegisTREE will continue to seek and screen 
nominations for this continuing program. 

Summer Seminars 
Kitchen Gardens. Native SeedS/SEARCH's Gary 
Nabhan will be among the faculty for a three-day 
workshop exploring "The Spice of Life: Kitchens and 

Gardens of the Southwest." The group will visit local 
gardens in Santa Fe, New Mexico, hear stories, cook and 
eat local produce, and learn all about kitchen gardens. 
August 1 1 - 1 3 , 1 99 1 .  Cost $350. For more information, 
call Recursos De S anta Fe, (505) 982-930 I .  

A Navajo Summer. Music, sweat lodge, medicinal plant 
walks, the beauty of Canyon de Chelly, and the Native 
American sense of balance will be some of the activities 
and topics during this week-long workshop led by R. 
Carlos Nakai, Pam Hyde-Nakai and B arb Klokkevold at 
Lukachllckai on the Navajo Reservation. August 3 - 1 0, 
199 1 .  Cost: $350. For more information, call (602) 624-
5864 or (9 1 6) 389-2554. 

Ethnohot;my. A one-week college-level course in 
ethnohotany will he taught hy Dr. R ich,lr(1 l. Ford at the 
Fort Hurgwin Research Center near Taos, New Mexico. 
I t  will include lectuTCs, lahoratory sessions and field trips 
to PictJ�s Puehlo, to a Hispanica curandera, and to 
natural areas in the Rockies. Jllly 28-Augllst 4, 1 99 1 .  
Cost: $652. For more infonnation, cal \ Dr. Michael 
Adler, (21 4) 692-2940 or 692-3657. 
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1991 New Mexico Growout 
To augment the grow out of NS/S seed collections 

already underway in Tucson this year, we have hired 
Brett Bakker to increase seed at a garden site in Al
buquerque, New Mexico. The Shepherd of the Valley 
Presbyterian Church has donated the use of a garden 
plot, water and tools. Brett has been an active gardener 
and seed saver for more than ten years, offering dozens 
of southwestern crop varieties through Seed Savers 
Exchange. In 1 985-86 he was seed bank manager and 
farm supervisor for the San Juan Pueblo seed project, a 
program initiated by that village to revive the cultivation 
of traditional crops. He later managed seed grow-outs for 
Talavaya, a non-profit organization also interested in 
native crop farming, until it folded due to financial 
difficulties. 

We are currently seeking funding to keep Brett on 
staff this fall and open a field office to serve northern 
New Mexico. B reit's experience and his extensive 
contacts with Native American, Hispanic and organic 
farmers in the area makes him an ideal choice to fill this 
position. 

Second Song for Grounding 
(happy 91st birthday, Meridel!) 

On the bank there's  deer-moss 
in tortured oaks. But no leaves. 
Above my head where mistletoe's supposed to thrive, 
almost nothing grows this year. 
Here in the bowl of my two hands 
the bones of a riverbed cry in pain. 

Bring us rain. 

In my hands I bind feathers 
with yellow yam. They part 
from their wing with too much ease. 

Give us peace. 

Here, tenderly, on top of my Mother' s  breast 
my feet spread for balance. 
I call up Earth 's ancient heart 
and listen for Her drum, 

deep, low and loving. 
I ask you not to hold my open hands 
(that's where our Ancestors come and dance). 
I ask, will you breathe with me as one 

and honor life? 

Pray for the baby com-shoots now. 
Pray for rain and pray for peace. 
And pray for .all the Earth 's children 

- by Bohhie Malraisan, NS/S member 
( copyri g ht 1 99 1 )  
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A Shelter in a Zuni Cornfield 

from Frank Cushing. 1920. Zuni Breadstuff. Indian Notes 8, Heye Foundation. 
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